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Material contrast in scanning near-field optical microscopy at 1–10 nm resolution

J. Koglin, U. C. Fischer,* and H. Fuchs
Physikalisches Institut, Westfa¨lische Wilhelms-Universita¨t, Wilhelm-Klemm-Straße 10, D-48149 Mu¨nster, Germany

~Received 13 September 1996!

The tetrahedral tip is used as a light emitting probe for scanning near-field optical microscopy~SNOM!. It
has no aperture as an element for the confinement of light and the techniques of scanning tunneling microscopy
and SNOM can be combined with the same probing tip. Silver grains are distinguished from gold grains by
their specific near-field optical contrast in SNOM transmission mode images of mixed films of silver and gold
at a lateral resolution in the nanometer range and an edge resolution of 1 nm for selected grains. The contrast
is explained in terms of a quasielectrostatic model of a local light-emitting source interacting with the object.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The diffraction-limited resolution of light microscopy ca
be circumvented by the technique of scanning near-field
tical microscopy~SNOM!, where a nanoscopic source
light is scanned in close proximity with respect to the obje
The near-field interaction between the source and the ob
modifies the light emission of the source. This signal is u
as information about optical properties of the object a
resolution that is limited by the size of the source and
distance to the object rather than by the wavelength. Sm
apertures in a thin metal film were introduced as a lig
confining element to create a light source for SNOM.1–5

SNOM with an aperture placed at the apex of a metal-coa
tapered fiber seems to reach a resolution limit of 30 n6

Without doubt there is a strong interest to push this lim
further to the 1-nm scale in order to obtain information ab
optical properties at molecular resolution. The tetrahed
tip7 that has no aperture as a light-confining element w
introduced as a probe for SNOM to increase the resolu
substantially below 30 nm.8

Here experiments are reported, demonstrating the pe
mance of the tetrahedral tip in SNOM experiments on me
films of heterogeneous composition, showing that a cha
teristic material contrast at a resolution of 1 nm is obtain
The contrast is interpreted by a quasistatic model based
the interaction of a probing dipole with a mirror dipole in
duced in the object.

SNOM with the tetrahedral tip

A scheme of the tetrahedral tip is shown in Fig. 1. T
bulk of this tip consists of one corner of a triangular gla
fragment of a microscope cover glass. It is coated with
50-nm-thick vacuum deposited gold film, which has a gra
lar structure with grain sizes on the order of 20 nm, as
vealed by scanning electron microscopy~SEM!
micrographs.9 Due to the oblique evaporation process,7,8 the
edgeK1 is expected to be coated with less metal than
rest of the structure as indicated in the scheme of Fig. 1.
irradiate the tetrahedral tip from within the bulk, the fra
ment is attached by a transparent glue of matching refrac
index onto a small prism as shown in Fig. 2. The spec
550163-1829/97/55~12!/7977~8!/$10.00
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form of the tip was chosen with the aim that light, which
directed onto the tip, is confined to the nanometric dime
sions of the apex of this tip with a concomitant strong i
crease in light intensity. On the basis of an experimen
investigation of the optical properties of the tetrahedral tip
hypothetical model was suggested of how this confinem
might occur by compression of light in a three-ste
process:10 An incoming plane wave is first transformed t
surface plasmons on the side facesS12 andS13 of the tip.
The surface plasmons travel towards the edgeK1, where
they are converted into a linear surface plasmon travel
along the edge towards the tip. The linear plasmon excite
local plasmon on a metal grain on the tip.

For SNOM experiments, the tetrahedral tip is incorp
rated in a combined SNOM/scanning tunneling microsco
~STM! setup11 as shown schematically in Fig. 3. The ligh
(l 5 635 nm,hn 5 1.95 eV! transmitted through the sampl

FIG. 1. Scheme of the tetrahedral tip. The facesS12, S13, and
S23, the edgesK2 and K3, and the tip are coated with gold
whereas the edgeK1 is coated with less gold due to the obliqu
evaporation process.
7977 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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is detected and used as a signal for SNOM. The STM fee
back is used to control the distance between tip and sam
during a scan and yields a topographic image of the samp
simultaneously with the SNOM signal. The STM mode re
quires an electrically conducting sample and restricts th
choice of accessible samples for SNOM with the tetrahedr
tip. In first SNOM images of evaporated silver films, light-
absorbing dark grains are observed with a resolution of 6 n
indicating that the tetrahedral tip indeed acts as a nanome
light source.11

II. EXPERIMENTS

Metal films of heterogeneous composition were invest
gated by SNOM with respect to their local optical propertie
When investigating an optical contrast it is preferable th
the sample is very flat. Otherwise a convolution betwee
topographic~STM-dependent! and optical contrast may lead
to an only apparently high resolution in the SNOM image.

FIG. 2. Mounting of the tetrahedral tip.P, prism;R, reflecting
mirror; MD, mounting device;C electrical contact.

FIG. 3. Scheme of the combined SNOM/STM setup.LD, laser
diode;L, lens;PH, pinhole;P, polarizer;D, iris diaphragm;OL,
objective lens;CCD, CCD camera;PD, photodetector;I /V,
current-to-voltage converter;C, computer;E, control electronics.
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For a preparation of metal films with a flat surface,
replica technique is applied where metal is evaporated o
an atomically flat piece of mica or onto float glass. The fi
is inverted and the now exposed surface is investiga
Three metal samples of different composition were prepa
~i! a gold film, ~ii ! a mixed film of gold and silver, and~iii !
a projection pattern consisting of gold and silver.

A. Preparation

1. Gold film

After evaporation of a 50-nm-thick gold film onto
freshly cleaved piece of mica, the gold film was floated
onto the surface of clean water. Then the film was depos
upside down onto a piece of glass, which was covered wi
20-nm-thick film of indium tin oxide.

2. Mixed films of gold and silver

Mixed films of gold and silver were investigated in ord
to find out whether silver and gold grains can be dist
guished in SNOM images. The mixed films were prepared
shown in Fig. 4. First 0.4 nm of silver and then 50 nm
gold were evaporated onto a freshly cleaved piece of m
Then the film was inverted as described.

3. Projection pattern

In contrast to the mixed film, the local distribution o
silver and gold is known in this sample. A 5-nm-thick late
projection pattern12 of gold embedded into the surface of
10-nm-thick film of silver was prepared as shown in Fig.
A 5-nm-thick gold film is evaporated through a mask
hexagonally close-packed latex spheres of a diameter of
mm onto a 1-mm-thick piece of float glass. The latex sphe
are then removed and the projection pattern is covered wi
10-nm-thick film of silver. The composite metal film is em
bedded into a thin film of a polyester resin supported b
second piece of glass. By gently applying mechanical fo

FIG. 4. Preparation of inverted mixed Ag/Au films.
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55 7979MATERIAL CONTRAST IN SCANNING NEAR-FIELD . . .
between the two glass plates the first glass piece is sepa
from the metal film. In this way the gold projection patte
embedded into the surface of the silver film becomes
posed.

B. SNOM experiments

1. Gold film

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show STM and SNOM images of
50-nm-thick gold film. We expect the topography of the i
verted gold film to be a replica of the atomically flat mic
The topography of the inverted film as revealed by STM h
a root-mean-square surface roughness (s rms) of s rms 5 0.6
nm as compared tos rms 5 1.2 nm of a noninverted film as
measured with the tetrahedral tip. Also in the inverted film
granular topography of the metal film is clearly seen. W
assume that during the evaporation process metal is
films do not coalesce completely on the substrate such
gaps between different grains remain visible on the inver
film.

Interestingly, in the SNOM image the gold grains appe
bright in their center in contrast to the previously observ
silver grains appearing dark.11 This indicates that gold grain
and silver grains have a different near-field optical contra
However, not all of the gold grains appear bright; some
them show an absorption contrast that can be seen fro
comparison of the STM and SNOM images of a gold fi
shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!.

2. Mixed films of gold and silver

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show STM and SNOM images of a
inverted mixed film of gold and silver. In the topography t
typical granular structure of the metal film is seen. Again
surface roughness is very small and the maximum he
~peak to valley! is only 5 nm. The SNOM image shows
distinct contrast that corresponds only occasionally to
topographic image. Several grains, such as the ones lab
a in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, can be identified as dark grains
the SNOM image. A line profile across such a grain@Fig.
9~a!# shows a close correspondence of these grains in
topographic STM image and the SNOM image, respectiv
Other grains, labeledb in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, appear homo-
geneous in the STM image, whereas in the SNOM ima
they do not appear as a homogeneous grain. A dark g

FIG. 5. Preparation of gold patterns embedded in a silver fi
The process is described in the text.
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seems to be embedded in a bright surrounding grain as
again seen very clearly in a line the profiles shown in Fig
9~b! and 9~c!, which were taken in orthogonal directions a
indicated in Fig. 8. The transition from 10% to 90% betwee
the bright and dark regions within this grain is found to be
narrow as 1 nm. It is likely that some of the grains, appeari
dark in the SNOM image, are silver grains for several re
sons.~i! From the preparation of the films it is expected th
silver grains are present. The distribution of the dark grai
is qualitatively consistent with the distribution of silve
grains of a 0.4-nm-thick silver island film as known from
transmission electron micrographs of evaporated silv
films.13 ~ii ! From the SNOM images of pure silver films11

.

FIG. 6. Inverted gold film (d550 nm! on an ITO substrate.~a!
STM image and~b! SNOM image~scan range 1253 125 nm2).
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7980 55J. KOGLIN, U. C. FISCHER, AND H. FUCHS
and of pure gold films~Fig. 6! we expect silver grains to
appear dark and the majority of gold grains to appe
brighter. ~iii ! The different types of grains labeleda andb
may represent isolated and embedded silver grains, res
tively, as is plausible from the preparation of the film.

Some of the type-a grains may represent isolated silve
grains that did not coalesce with the embedding gold fil
whereas others may represent gold grains that appear dar
shown in Fig. 7~b!. Type-b grains may correspond to silve
grains embedded into a larger gold grain, where no feat
can be recognized in the transition region in the topograp
STM image due to a coalescence of gold and silver in t
evaporation process. We conclude that these embedded t

FIG. 7. Inverted gold film (d550 nm! on an ITO substrate.~a!
STM image and~b! SNOM image~scan range 1253 125 nm2).
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b grains must be silver grains because in pure gold fil
grains of this type were never observed. Since in the SNO
image the transition between dark and bright regions occ
over a width of less than 1 nm@Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#, where
there is no detectable topographic feature, this result imp
an edge resolution of 1 nm in the SNOM image. So far,
cannot directly prove that the type-b grains consist of silver
since it is very difficult to distinguish between silver an
gold on this scale by an independent method.

3. Projection pattern

To confirm our conclusion that type-b grains are silver
grains we investigated the projection pattern as a sam

FIG. 8. Inverted mixed film of silver (d50.4 nm! and gold
(d550 nm! on an ITO substrate.~a! STM image and~b! SNOM
image~scan range 1253 125 nm2).
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55 7981MATERIAL CONTRAST IN SCANNING NEAR-FIELD . . .
where the local distribution of silver and gold is known
With this sample we intend to test the different contrast
silver and gold. It is, however, not well suited to test resol
tion because the embedded structures are much coarser
the fine silver grains of the mixed film of gold and silve
described before. STM and SNOM images of the projecti
pattern are shown in Fig. 10~a! and 10~b!.

In the STM image the projection pattern is recognized
a slight topographic contrast of about 3 nm. Independe
investigations of the same sample by atomic force micro
copy confirmed this topographic contrast. The origin of th

FIG. 9. Line profiles across a metal grain:~a! labeled witha; ~b!
and~c! labeled withb in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. The profiles shown in
~b! and ~c! are taken at orthogonal directions as indicated
Fig. 8~a!.
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topography is not clear. A likely explanation could be tha
during removal of the latex spheres with organic solvent
very thin film of polymer remains on the glass substrate
These sites are therefore expected to appear as depression
the metal replica. Also in the SNOM image the projection
pattern is recognized. As a result, areas where gold is e
posed at the surface appear brighter than areas where silve
exposed. These results are consistent with our interpretat
of the previous SNOM images of statistically distributed sil
ver grains embedded in a gold film.

Furthermore, we performed approach experiments at su
face areas of the projection pattern where there is gold on t

FIG. 10. Inverted gold projection patterns (d55 nm! embedded
into a silver film (d510 nm!. ~a! STM image and~b! SNOM image
~scan range 5003 500 nm2!.
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7982 55J. KOGLIN, U. C. FISCHER, AND H. FUCHS
of silver and at areas where there is only silver. Figure
shows a representative example of the SNOM signal a
function of distance between the tip and sample for two su
sites. The approach was stopped with the onset of the
neling current. The two approach curves show a differ
interference type of behavior. From these curves we draw
following conclusions.~i! The difference in the SNOM sig-
nal for the case of tunneling contact at sites of silver a
gold accounts for the contrast of about 8% observed in
SNOM image.~ii ! The onset of the tunneling contact doe
not lead to an abrupt change in the SNOM signal. Therefo
we can exclude that an influence of the tunneling current
the SNOM signal is the origin of the image contrast.

III. DISCUSSION

It is remarkable that the observed contrast cannot be
plained by the local transmissivity of the sample. The expe
mentally observed transmission of a 50-nm-thick metal fi
is about 1% for silver and 10% for gold, respectively. Th
the transmission is expected to be smaller at sites where
ver and gold are present than at sites where gold is miss
in contrast, to the observed SNOM signal in the last exam
of the latex projection pattern. This seemingly contradicto
result could find an explanation by a specific near-field op
cal contrast which is determined by the material composit
of a very thin surface layer of the object. The interaction
the tip with gold could lead to an enhanced resonant sca
ing of the probing gold tip, whereas the interaction with s
ver may lead to a damping of this resonant scattering. Su
resonant scattering mechanism might explain why some
the gold grains show an absorption contrast~Fig. 7!. Condi-
tions for resonant enhancement may depend on the shap
the grain as well as on its local environment and theref
may not be fulfilled for all of the gold grains.

The local variations in the SNOM signal of Fig. 8~b!,
displaying a resolution much smaller than the thickness
the metal film of 50 nm, could depend on a very thin surfa
layer of the sample. Remote regions of the sample do
contribute to the resonant scattering process and co

FIG. 11. SNOM signalI of the tetrahedral tip as a function o
the distancez to regions where silver~Ag! or gold ~Au/Ag! is
exposed at the surface of the composite metal film, as shown in
10. z50 is defined by the onset of the tunneling current.
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quently lead to the observed reduction of the overall tra
mitted light.

Using a quasielectrostatic model,14–16the observed differ-
ence in the contrast for gold and silver in the SNOM imag
can be understood. In this model, as shown schematicall
Fig. 12, the tip is represented by a small gold sphere tha
excited by an electric fieldE. The dipole momentp of the
sphere is determined by the dielectric constant of gold«1 and
the radiusa of the sphere:

p5
4pa3

3 S «121

«112DE. ~1!

The dipole p induces an image dipolep8 in the sample,
which depends on the dielectric constant of the sample«2:

p85
«221

«211
p. ~2!

The electric field of the image dipole acts on the gold sph
and changes the dipole moment to an efficient dipole m
mentpeff according to Ruppin:17,18

peff}
«121

4p1~«121!F
~3!

with

F i5
4p

3 F12
1

8 S a

a1dD
3 «221

«211G ~4!

and

F'5
4p

3 F12
1

4 S a

a1dD
3 «221

«211G , ~5!

whered is the distance between the surface of the sphere
the surface of the sample. The subscriptsi and' indicate the
orientation of the dipole momentp parallel (i) and perpen-
dicular (') to the sample. We assume the SNOM signalI to
be determined by the total scattering efficiency of the eff
tive dipole moment and its effective image dipolepeff8 :

ig.

FIG. 12. Scheme of the quasielectrostatic model.«1, dielectric
constant of the tip approximated as a sphere with radiusa; «2,
dielectric constant of the sample;d, distance between the tip an
sample;p and p8, the dipole moments of the sphere and of
image.
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peff8 5
«221

«211
peff , ~6!

I}upeff1peff8 u2. ~7!

The values of the dielectric constants«1(l) and«2(l) as
a function of the wavelengthl were taken from Ref. 19 a
determined by the attenuated total reflection method. For
case ofd50, corresponding to the onset of the tunneli
current in our experiments, we derive from this express
the ratioR5IAu /IAg of the SNOM signals as shown in Fig
13. IAu andIAg are the signals for a sample consisting of go
and silver, respectively. For the wavelength of 635 nm,
used in our experiments, we obtain a value ofR' 5 1.162
for a gold sphere polarized perpendicular andRi 5 1.107 for
a gold sphere polarized parallel to the surface of the sam
A value larger than one means that a gold sample app
brighter than a silver sample. The values are in good qu
tative agreement with the observed contrast, which is alw
on the order of 1.03 and 1.14.

However, the model accounts for neither the absolute
ues of the SNOM signals nor the observed approach cur
This is not surprising, considering that only a small angu
range of the emitted light is detected in the SNOM expe
ments and that the angular distribution of the radiation
pends strongly on the distance between tip and sample
well known from experiments8,20,21 and theory.21,22 Our
model also does not account for the absorption losses of
in the transmission through the sample.

The excited sphere of the model may possibly have
counterpart in a gold grain located on the apex of the te
hedral tip acting simultaneously as an optical near-field
tunneling probe. Such a gold grain was indeed observed
the tip in SEM micrographs.9 Its size could be estimated t
be about 20 nm. One would suppose that the lateral res
tion in SNOM images with such a grain acting as a lig
source should be in a first approximation equal to the siz
this grain. The observed resolution in the 1-nm range, h
ever, indicates that the interaction of the probe and
sample may be relevant in this context. The interaction o

FIG. 13. Calculated ratioR5IAu /IAg of the SNOM signalsIAu
for a sample consisting of gold andIAg for a sample consisting o
silver atd50. A ratioR . 1 means that gold appears brighter th
silver.
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gold sphere with a metal surface may lead to a very str
confinement of electromagnetic energy in the gap betw
the sphere and the sample.23 Such an effect may be respon
sible for the high resolution observed at selected sites
many images not shown here, we found that the resolutio
SNOM images is generally below 10 nm and is therefo
consistent with the size of a gold grain.

The contrast between silver and gold of about 8%
nearly equal to the theoretical value of the model. This in
cates that most of the light emitted from the tetrahedral
originates from a local source of dimensions comparable
the obtained resolution. A strong component of a nonlo
emission of the tip would imply a strong decrease in t
contrast of local features in the image, which is not observ
We think that the local nature of our source is the ma
reason why we can obtain highly resolved images of a h
contrast without any modulation technique for supression
nonlocal background radiation as it is necessary for SNO
configurations with nonlocal illumination of the probe.24

All SNOM images shown here are taken atl 5 635 nm.
The near-field optical contrast certainly depends on
wavelength of the illumination light. As we calculated fro
the quasistatic model, we expect a contrast inversion in
case of the mixed films of gold and silver at a waveleng
below 516 nm for parallel and 532 nm for perpendicu
polarization. This will be the subject of further spectroscop
investigations.

IV. CONCLUSION

SNOM images of mixed films of silver and gold wer
obtained where an edge resolution of 1 nm was obtaine
image details that are not related to any measurable cha
in the topography of the sample. These edges in the SN
images are accounted for by regions where a transition
curs between gold and silver being exposed at the surfac
the sample. The difference in the near-field optical contr
of the more absorbing silver grains and the less absorb
gold grains is explained in terms of a quasielectrosta
model where a local light source in the form of a dipo
excited gold sphere induces an image dipole in the sam
that modifies the radiation from the source.

It would be very difficult to distinguish between silve
and gold on a sample such as ours by a different met
such as scanning tunneling spectroscopy~STS!, which, for
metals, is rather insensitive. SNOM with the tetrahedral
therefore has the potential to become one of the few te
niques, that are able to discriminate between different m
rials on a nanometer scale and have a contrast complem
tary to the one of STS.

We point out that no comparable resolution was obtain
previously in SNOM images using light-emitting probe
Other SNOM schemes24 in which a comparable resolutio
was reported use a nonlocal irradiation of the sample and
probe.
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